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In addition to the new motion-capture technology, the core gameplay mechanics of the game have been optimized. "We looked at the game mechanics from the previous generation," he said. "We made the changes [on] how we play and the way we score goals. We redesigned all the tactics. We have a new marking system. The whole game has been completely
redesigned from the ground-up. We have redefined 'What it means to be a real FIFA player." The following is an exclusive excerpt from an interview with EA SPORTS FIFA 22 game director for brand awareness Graham Moore. (FIFA One player on the FIFA 22 development team, head of production Zuxing Liang, comments that “this is our first game that has Real
Player Motion Motion-Capture. It is a huge investment for us. And the team has been working hard to meet our standards. The game is very challenging for the artists and programmers. But in the end, we could make the game playable and it is a good step forward to the next generation. As players, we should be confident in the features our game offers and the
gameplay experience it brings.” Thank you for joining us today on EA SPORTS FIFA 22. We understand that the developers have been very busy behind the scenes during this busy time. Let's begin with something simple, but still in the news. Will there be any new features for the FIFA Ultimate Team, such as the ability to search for players by their heart from the
Experience tab? Graham Moore: We have many great features planned for the feature addition library. But I will not tell you what they are because it may be more exciting for you to watch the trailer during the FIFA 22 reveal. But it's not every day that we have the opportunity to announce a new development studio. Can you reveal more? You're right, and yes, we
have a new team in place that is working on the next FIFA title and will be revealed during the E3 show, a bit closer to its launch in 2017. We started looking into this with a statement in the past few years, so our fans can look forward to this exciting announcement closer to the new FIFA title launch in 2017. You recently announced the new feature, “Chance Plays.”
What can you tell us about this feature, and what it does for players? There are several things that you can do using this new feature

Features Key:

FIFA Ultimate Team: create your dream team from a big squad of players on any of the available teams.
 Player Journeys - 
Lead your side in the second division all the way to the Premier League. Play out all the latest transfer rumours in the market and experience the unique transfer process in FUT.
Visual Rivals - The Visual Rivals feature will help you compare your squad with player props and visuals of your opponents.
Transfer Auctions and Trades - 
 Each day transfer requests come through in team statistics. Create your teams with a new set of transfers by using this new automated tool.
All-NEW Performance system – recover from your mistakes and learn from your successes in FIFA. See more and do more.
 Dive deeper into the footballing sphere with a match simulation system that includes the dynamic of air-and-ground contact physics. Take accurate aerial commands and precise long- and short-range passes to build attacking maneuvers.
 Gameplay intelligent tackle system (CTS) creates the most realistic collisions in the game. Implementing a deliberate, controlled tackle to help guide defenders, improves ball manipulation in tight spaces.
 Fight fire with fire. Power in your elbows. Better shoot all out. Leading your shot to the best position where it will have the greatest effect. Appealing visualFeatures:  Career Mode - Live out your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA 22. Create the newest club in FIFA, design your kits, style your stadium, and choose whether to compete with the elite or rise up from the lower divisions as you manage your club to glory. Or test your skills as a player, with a more immersive Player Career mode that gives
you more ways to progress, achieve, and immerse yourself in your Pro’s journey through the game. FIFA Ultimate Team – create your dream team from a big squad of players on any of the available teams. Play out all the latest transfer rumours in the market and experience the unique transfer process in FUT. Visual Rivals – the new Visual Rivals 
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The World's Game. The most realistic soccer simulation. The World's Game. The most realistic soccer simulation. FIFA is the only sports title to attain the coveted IAWGA (Game) Seal of Approval™* for sports video games. FIFA has received this award every year since it was first introduced. EA SPORTS FIFA is also the only sports game to have achieved 10
years of continuous development and innovation. It's the most watched sports video game on the planet.* EA SPORTS FIFA is the official videogame of the FIFA World CupTM*, the biggest soccer competition in the world and the culmination of the sport. Every year millions of people around the world look forward to the FIFA World CupTM. Winner of over 500
Game of the Year Awards®,* FIFA is one of the most critically acclaimed sports titles of all time. Winner of over 500 Game of the Year Awards*,* FIFA is one of the most critically acclaimed sports titles of all time. Winner of over 500 Game of the Year Awards*,* FIFA is one of the most critically acclaimed sports titles of all time. The World's Game. The most
realistic soccer simulation. EA SPORTS FIFA 20™ is the only sports game that is 100% compatible with all EA SPORTS FIFA titles, all other sports games are partial only, or unsupported. Currently available in 25 languages. FIFA is available in more than 50 languages.To learn more about the difference between FIFA and EA SPORTS FIFA, see ourFAQs. Take the
new and improved EA SPORTS Football ClubTM on the go with FIFA mobile apps, tablets and smartphones. Compatible with iOS, Android, Amazon Kindle Fire, Windows Phone, and Kindle. Multiplayer gameplay supported on online FIFA mobile platforms, including Android and iOS. FIFA Ultimate Team™ is available on iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. FIFA MobileTM
is available in Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg, Netherlands and Spain. FIFA MobileTM is available for all devices from the Apple App StoreSM. *Tournaments, features, ratings, and awards referenced in developer materials may differ from those referenced in various press and website announcements. All awards are chosen and awarded
by a judging body. Past winners are not a guarantee of future winners. **Tournaments, features, ratings and awards referenced in developer materials are not accurate. All awards are chosen and awarded by a judging body. Past winners are not a guarantee of future winners. bc9d6d6daa
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Throw caution to the wind and build a dream team from the ground up in Ultimate Team. Using one of the most powerful tools in the game and continually expanding on the roster, create the ultimate team as you build your dream squad. Take on the world with more than 150 new players including superstars such as Cristiano Ronaldo and Lionel Messi, and
join more than 50 leagues around the globe including the USA, UK, and China. Work with your teammates on a weekly basis to earn the respect of coaches and press, craft a stadium for your team, and bring the trophy home. Create and Compete – Inspired by and based on the EA SPORTS FIFA World Cup 2014, Create and Compete puts you in the middle of
the action as you create and manage your very own World Cup™-style team of your friends and rivals in a series of fast-paced tournaments. Choose from more than 40 playable countries and share your highlights with the world online and continue playing in-game tournaments, cup competitions, and challenge matches in the new Online Leagues mode.
Momentum – Enjoy more freedom to play and create at any time thanks to new momentum system which gives you greater influence in match situations where chances are most valuable. Available in online matches, a new Quick Play option and traditional FIFA matches allow you to kick off play, start play from a free-kick, or choose to kick off with an
advantage and from a given area. Recreational Challenges – Revisit your favourite game modes and enjoy the action in Classic mode, Online Leagues, Tournaments, Competitive Season mode, and Create and Compete. See how you measure up to your friends, your favourite clubs, and the best in the world, and dive into one of the most intense seasons on
offer in Competitive Season mode. Co-op – You and a friend can play together online or offline in one-on-one challenges and play-offs. Work together to win the tournament and make your team's stars a household name online. Online Leagues – Play up to 32-player matches across both classic and brand new online leagues. Compete in six online-only leagues
with a season structure, regular competitive events, and playoff system. Dribble IQ – Get inspired to improve your play style by watching the best dribblers in the world in action – but beware, as they’re at the other end of the pitch, always watching you. Real-world tests are conducted on your dribbling technique and your

What's new:

Live your dreams as a manager in the new career campaign mode.
Turn loyalties on their head with a new goalkeeper move that gives match-deciding saves to the player you pick, controlling whether or not to assist your team-mate.
Leverage your ball skills into the midfield with new off-ball actions.
Become professional - win glory on the pitch and the prestige of the crowd is your reward.
Create your own club, coach your team and drive your club forward, taking your side to glory.
Customise your player, club and stadium - a new stadium builder unlocks ambitious goals and potential.
Accumulated C.V. allows you to invest player experience to create more professional players. Delivering XP in matches, as well as earning achievements in single and multiplayer modes, delivers XP as you’ll see it on your
experience screen. FIFA 22 includes a new hard C.V. cap. Using hard C.V. can have negative consequences, which will be announced with the kick-off of the new national team season.
Seasons Feature - new features have been added to the game, and a season challenge is now available on all platforms, so catch the action throughout the year. In addition to new kits, teams and transfers - new players are
brought in to meet Season challenges.
Performance Panel - add or Edit a player from in-game.
Phenomenal Novices - make the jump to the next level and hone your skills on new skill-based challenges, including new Pro tricks and Pro dribbles.
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EA SPORTS FIFA 21 is now available in stores on Xbox One, PS4, PC and Nintendo Switch. The latest installment in the storied franchise arrived on PS4, Xbox One, PC and Nintendo Switch on September 27. FIFA is played by more
than 200 million fans across the globe in more than 200 countries. Powered by Football™, EA SPORTS FIFA 22 brings the game even closer to the real thing with fundamental gameplay advances and a new season of innovation
across every mode. About FIFA FIFA is the most successful sports franchise of all time. FIFA World Cup™: EA SPORTS FIFA World Cup™ has sold over 45 million copies since it debuted on PlayStation 2. In 2008, FIFA World Cup™
was awarded FIFA Interactive Achievement Award for Sports Game of the Year. FIFA Women's World Cup™: EA SPORTS FIFA Women's World Cup™ is the world's top-selling women's soccer video game and has sold more than 10
million copies worldwide. In football, it's all about timing. As a football player, you need to react in the nick of time. It's not just about being fast or strong. Football's about being in the right place at the right time. It's a game of
balance, where speed, anticipation, and accuracy all come together to create beautiful, flowing football. That's why the core gameplay of FIFA is based on using momentum and timing to play the game the right way, whether
your opponent is 6 yards away or up close. You need to make split-second decisions in order to avoid contact and make the correct play. The intensity and speed of the action on the pitch is constant as players try to shake off
their markers, make the perfect pass, or launch into another move. Every challenge is live, as players and your team battle for possession, space, and control of the ball. In FIFA, momentum and speed work in your favor. As soon
as you pick up the ball, you're in possession and have the opportunity to control the direction your team takes. Run and play, pass and score. FIFA is a game of constant action. Every time you touch the ball, every touch has an
impact on your momentum, keeping the pace of the game constant. All of your movement powers come into play at every moment of the game. Making the right play the moment you have the ball, in addition
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